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OVERVIEW
From varied coaching and leadership experiences across a
number of codes, I was excited to begin coaching with a
side where 90% of the players were new to AFL.
Learning from problems encountered at past football
clubs (both on and oﬀ the ﬁeld), we hoped to execute our
coaching in a fresh way that would suit the learning styles
of all footy players - leading to develop everyone at a club,
team, and individual level.

Our goals from utilising SpaceDraft:
Player development - improved
skills and footy knowledge.
Connection of club staﬀ - sharing
knowledge amongst coaches and
support staﬀ.

EXISTING CHALLENGES
Majority of football clubs explain drills out on the ﬁeld
with a whiteboard in hand. More professional clubs may
run through these drills at the beginning of training via
basic PowerPoint presentations.
Time wastage problems can easily be attributed to an
over OR under explanation of information. The same can
be applied to the preparation (or lack thereof) prior to
training.
The root of this problem is the transfer of
knowledge.

Poor and hurried execution of
information to players.
Time spent re-explaining drills and
ﬁelding questions.
Many aspects lost in translation.
Layers need to be explained (ie. drill
set up, application, terminology used,
adaptations).
Maintenance training for general staﬀ.

Be the most prepared team on game
day - game day ﬁtness and game
smarts.
By utilising SpaceDraft’s unique software, we are able to
make coaching and leadership knowledge transparent
amongst the playing group and support staﬀ.

Problems faced in the past for AFL training sessions (with
both established and emerging football clubs)
consistently circle back to the explanations and
executions of drills.
With teams of 23 players plus reserves, you will naturally
encounter individuals who respond and learn diﬀerently
to diﬀerent mediums. Due to contrasting learning styles
and limited ﬁeld time, footy clubs often experience.

SOLUTIONS
By utilising key elements of SpaceDraft, we were able to
overcome the aforementioned challenges.
The use of pins and the ability to demonstrate player
movement allowed us to accurately represent our football
drills - and removed any ambiguity.
Being able to use the pins to identify individuals meant each
player could “know their role, and play their role”.

If we can transfer our knowledge eﬃcaciously,
we can avoid information being lost in
translation.
Delivering drills quickly but with all the
required information:
Executing skills and game day plays in the
most eﬃcient way possible.

Along with the use of in situ mentions for any key notes,
as well as the combination of actions and providing in
depth detail in the script, being able to share the drills
before training creates a virtual locker room session.
SpaceDraft has allowed us to spend more time on
the ﬁeld, and less time in the classroom.

Being able to transfer knowledge to
diﬀerent learning styles:
It is key to be able to coach to everyone’s
language.

Information shared:
By being able to easily export scenes prior to
training across diﬀerent mediums, coaches
are able to develop and improve drills based
on feedback.

FUTURE PLAN

RESULTS
By implementing SpaceDraft out in the ﬁeld, we were able
to target our players with visual, verbal, social, and
combination learning styles.

People say being coachable is one of the best
qualities to have as a footy player - however
being able to coach at everyone’s level is far
more valuable.
Streamlined delivery of information:
Information shared to all players was
able to be executed in diﬀerent forms
simultaneously.
Targeting diﬀerent learning styles:
Display of drills on the ﬁeld with real time
movement, mentions, and detailed
information in the script.
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By outlining our key goals, we are also able to plan the
required execution., in a simple and repeatable fashion
for archive purposes and future seasons to come.
As coaches, we hope to utilise pre-made scenes to
streamline our own training and game day preparation this in turn allows us to build on this base. By allowing
the players to familiarise themselves with the drills
before training means we can ﬁeld any questions and
identify and address them prior to using our limited
ﬁeld time.
With the potential to export SpaceDraft we hope to
expand our transfer of knowledge to reach our players
who are solitary and logical learners, as well as our
extended support staﬀ.
‘I see spacedraft becoming the go- to tool for
all sporting clubs for preparation and planning
for any training session. .’
– Simone Anderson, Coach NFAFC

For more information on SpaceDraft please email
jump@spacedraft.com We look forward to hearing from you!

